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Stick Cat Maze
Oh no! Hazel the Bagel Maker is in trouble! Help Stick Cat through  

the maze in order to rescue her from the gooey dough.
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Start!

Finish!
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Stick Cat Maze
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Answer Key!
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Stick Cat Quiz
Stick Cat and Edith are best friends. While Stick Cat is a curious  

but somewhat quiet kitty, Edith is all personality and spunk!  

Are you a Stick Cat or Edith? Answer the questions below to find out!

1. Do you like adventure? 

A.       Yes, I’m always convincing my friends to join 
     me on explorations and different projects.

B.  Yes, but I have to be talked into it. I like to  
feel needed, and though I don’t always suggest  
the adventures, I jump in full force!

2. What is your ideal Sunday afternoon?
A.   I like to do puzzles, listen to music, hang out with 

friends, and do other things that keep me active.

B.  I like quiet afternoons, taking naps, reading,  
and overall relaxing.

3. Are you more outgoing or quiet?
A.  I’m quieter. I don’t mind being the center of  

attention, but I don’t draw excess attention, either.

B.  I’m outgoing! I love being the center of  attention 
and am very confident in myself  and my talents.

4. Do you find geese peculiar?
A. No, they’re just birds. 

B. Yes, they’re a little strange.

5. Do you aspire to become a hero?
A.  Yes! I want to help people and save them  

from hungry pianos and gooey dough.

B. Maybe, but I’m happy just the way I am.

Mostly A’s –   You’re Stick Cat!    
You love adventures and have a curious 
personality, but can also be shy and quiet.  
You like to think things through and you  
worry about the consequences.

Mostly B’s –   You’re Edith!    
You have an outgoing personality and  

like to shine. You are self-assured and are  
always up to helping your friends and family. 
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Caption This!
Stick Cat and Edith get themselves into some sticky situations.   

Create your own captions for the situations below!
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Write your caption below: Write your caption below:


